
60% of attendees multi-task 
while on the conference call

47% of workers report too 
many meeting of meetings are wasted

50%

Meetings are not the most popular activity at work. Around 
47% of workers agree that there are too many meetings in 
today's offices.¹ Another 60% admit that when on conference 
calls, they multitask on other projects.² Based on the evidence, 
50% of meeting time is wasted.³   
(Source: 1. Harvard Business Review, 2. Salary.com for business,  3. Centre for Econom-
ics and Business Research)

This is where Google Jamboard comes in. The digital white-
board functions as an all-in-one toolkit for enhancing commu-
nication, increasing participation and maximizing productivity. 

Migrate meetings to the cloud with
Google Jamboard 

                                                                                    into dynamic collaboration 
sessions where teams get real work done. It makes teams more agile, collaborative, and engaged, while 
also providing a full-screen video conferencing solution that keeps everyone connected in real-time. 

Meet for Jamboard brings 
full-screen video conferencing 
to Jamboard, allowing users to 
join meetings with just one tap. 
Users can then seamlessly 
switch between video confer-
encing and whiteboarding.

One-touch, full-screen 
video conferencing

Increase productivity 
with integrated 
collaboration tools
With intelligent tools (such as hand-
writing recognition, shape recognition, 
image search and more), Jamboard 
unlocks the creative potential of teams 
by allowing them to visualize ideas in 
new ways.
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The cloud-enabled Jamboard app 
lets users view or contribute to a 
Jam from their own device and 
location, moving creativity outside 
the meeting room. This along with 
Google Drive integration ensures 
everyone stays on the same page. 

Seamless Collaboration: 
from personal devices 
and other boards

Google Jamboard transforms meetings

Specifications

55” 4K UHD Display
 100 Hz touch scan rate
 60 Hz video refresh rate
400 Hz quarter scan support
 Nvidia TX1 Android CPU/GPU
 Wide-angle camera
 Down firing speakers
 Type C, HDMI 2.0, USB 3.0
 Fine tip passive stylus & eraser



Redesign your Meeting Room with 

Google Jamboard

Jamboard was purpose-built for huddle 
spaces, offering a one-stop tool for team 
members who need to brainstorm an idea, 
hash out a presentation concept, or quickly 
conference in a remote colleague.     

Huddle Room
Space: 2-4 people 
Tools: Jamboard

Jamboard’s 55”, 4K screen is highly suited for 
both presentations and whiteboarding 
sessions from small groups to medium-sized 
teams without taking up too much space.

Medium-Sized Conference Room 
Space: 5-8 people
Tools: Jamboard

Used in tandem with Hangouts Meet Hard-
ware (HMH), Jamboard becomes a powerful 
video-conferencing tool for large-sized meet-
ings. HMH includes a touchscreen, speaker 
mic, camera, and Chromebox for a high-end 
enterprise videoconferencing experience.  

 Large-Sized Conference Room 
Space: 9-12 people
Tools: Jamboard with HMH
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